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CHP is an Integral Part of the AMO Program
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Why CHP Now?

CHP systems are becoming recognized as a critical component in the nation’s energy 
infrastructure, providing greater energy security, reliability and serving as a resource during 
energy emergencies.  

 They 
– Come in a variety of sizes, are fuel flexible, and can serve end-users in the 

manufacturing, commercial and institutional sectors.
– Have proven effective during and after natural disasters.
– Can provide important ancillary services and grid support
– Can provide important services as an anchor in microgrids or district energy systems.

 What gaps or opportunities remain in AMO mission space?
– Cost and efficiency improvements through improved materials and advanced system 

designs
– Needed power electronics and prime mover improvements to enable seamless CHP 

system interaction with the grid
– End user education and CHP implementation in underutilized markets
– Fair and balanced policies to reduce implementation barriers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government officials, policy makers, and disaster preparedness planners have become increasingly aware of the need to protect personnel and facilities and to better prepare for energy emergencies and energy security and reliability
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CHP Deployment Activities

Supporting deployment of CHP is part of the EERE/AMO mission to create and sustain 
American leadership in the transition to a strong and prosperous America powered by 
domestic, affordable, and secure energy for the industrial, manufacturing, federal, 
institutional, commercial and multifamily sectors. Key program components include:

• CHP Technical Assistance Partnerships (CHP TAPs)
• eCatalog
• Packaged CHP Accelerator
• Deployment Program Resources

We work with partners and stakeholders [multiplier effect]:
• Regional energy initiatives and alliances
• State Energy Offices/NASEO
• Utilities
• Nonprofits working on energy efficiency, CHP, and district energy  
• Trade organizations for targeted markets (e.g., hospitals and hospitality industry) and 

professions (e.g., facility managers)
• Manufactures and suppliers of CHP systems
• End users (industrial and commercial & institutional), including large corporations with 

multiple facilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are still significant barriers to CHP in the market:	Financial uncertainty	Regulatory uncertainty	Utility uncertainty and attitudesUtility goal is affordable and reliable powerGenerally neutral to negative on CHPCHP represents a loss of revenue to the utility and can result in the deferral of investment This often results in unfavorable tariffs, drawn out interconnect and other utility roadblocks to CHP	Even technology uncertainty – not much familiarity with CHP in many of the new market segmentsRight now the primary benefits to the user are cost savings and energy securityDifficult decision because of uncertainties – if you as an industrial or institutional manager want to install CHP – you need to become versed in new lines of businesses and skills  – power plant operations, energy management – and it means new risks and requires additional management attentionSo, what is happening, is that many elect not to proceed even with a strong financial case for CHP
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CHP R&D Portfolio

The current CHP R&D project portfolio focuses on the 
development of technologies that address the technical and 
cost barriers to technology implementation:
• Providing support services to the modern electric grid, 

thereby providing an additional value stream to the CHP 
system owner

• Developing CHP systems that produce more power than 
heat, opening up opportunities in new manufacturing and 
commercial markets

• Improving the efficiency of CHP systems by developing new 
high temperature materials and component designs
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In the traditional power grid, electricity is produced by centralized power plants and moved to the 
customer over a long-distance transmission network

• Power flows are generally one-way (from generator to customer)

• Large industrial customers can export power, but small and midsized industrial customers do not provide services to the 
electric grid

• Generation and load are separated, and coordination between customers and load-serving entities is limited

Traditional Electricity Grid
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In the future, electricity will be produced by a variety of resources, including renewable distributed energy 
resources with variable production that can export power to the distribution system

• Power flows are bi-directional and managed by interconnected information and control systems

• Customers are “prosumers:” they consume electricity but also generate power to satisfy their own loads as well as to 
provide services to the grid (including energy to other customers)

• Generation and load are closely coordinated to optimize the performance of the system and reduce infrastructure costs

Evolving Electricity Grid
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EERE has a variety of programs to integrate residential and commercial customers to tomorrow’s distribution 
grid, but has not yet focused on small/midsized industrials

• Vehicles examples include a pathway for integration of vehicles with buildings, modeling and control software, and 
standard and interoperability systems research

• Buildings examples include data standardization to enable transactive services, hybrid inverter technology development, 
and load controls to support whole building response.

• Small/midsized industrials represent an important area of “white space” due to their substantial electric load (1-20MW) 
and familiarity with self-generation. But additional technologies are needed to integrate these generation resources to 
the grid.

R&D Opportunity to address the role of Manufacturing
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Two Key Issues and Challenges as Grid Resources Evolve

RENEWABLE GENERATION AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
U.S. ELECTRICITY GENERATION

CALIFORNIA’S “DUCK CURVE”

• Non-dispatchable renewables (particularly wind and solar) are 
increasing rapidly on the U.S. grid.

• The rapid increase of renewables exacerbates the load changes at 
peak demand periods requiring additional fast-reacting grid 
resources. 
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Objective: 

– Estimate value of added flexible CHP at California industrial and institutional sites due to 
increased revenue from grid services and lower CHP costs. 

Three scenarios were modeled: 
– Baseline: 33% renewables on grid, 3,400 MW existing CHP for site loads

– Traditional CHP: Serves site loads + 10% capacity for grid services <500 hr/yr

– Advanced CHP: Serves site loads + large flexible capacity for grid services

– Combined Scenario: Selects most profitable option (between traditional and advanced) at 
each site

Impact of Flexible CHP Concept on the Grid: 
Modeling of the California Market

Analysis Results to be presented by Mark Ruth
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Flexible CHP Systems: Concept Basics

• Concept would improve grid reliability and resiliency, along with providing economic benefits to 
manufacturing facilities

• Technology advancements are needed to bring the concept to fruition
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Current Flexible CHP R&D Portfolio (FY2018 FOA)

Funding Opportunity Announcement Objective: Research on enabling technologies 
for CHP systems (focusing on 1-20 MWe systems) that are specifically designed to 
provide cost-effective support to the electric grid

Area of Interest 1 – Power Electronics

• Research, develop, and test CHP components such as power electronics and 
control systems needed to enable the cost-effective use of new and existing CHP 
systems to provide support to the grid. 

• 4 ongoing projects

Area of Interest 2 – Electricity Generation Components

• Research and develop the electricity generation components of a 1-20 MWe CHP 
system capable of two operating configurations—a baseload mode where it is 
running at half its rated capacity and is designed to perform in a conventional 
CHP manner, and a second, at full rated capacity, where it is designed to 
maximize its ability to support the electric grid. 

• 3 ongoing projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Siemens: Demonstration of Improved Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Systems utilizing Thermodynamic Modeling and  Additive Manufacturing (AM) ComponentsClemson University: High Speed Medium Voltage CHP System with Advanced Grid SupportGE Global Research:  Converter-Interfaced CHP Plant for Improved Grid-Integration, Flexibility, and ResiliencySouthwest Research Institute:   Modifications to Solar Titan 130 Combustion System for Efficient, High Turndown OperationElectraTherm - Organic Rankine Cycle Integration and Optimization for High Efficiency CHP Genset Systems  University of Tennessee:  SiC Based Modular Transformer-less MW-Scale Power Conditioning System and Control for Flexible CHP SystemVirginia Tech:  High-Efficiency Modular SiC-based Power-Converter for Flexible-CHP Systems with Stability-Enhanced Grid-Support Functions
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Project Overview: Clemson University

High Speed Medium Voltage CHP System with Advanced Grid 
Support

Photo credit Clemson University

Project Team
 Clemson University
 TECO-Westinghouse Motor Company

Timeline
 Project start: October 2018
 Project end: June 2021

Objective
 Develop and test a medium voltage 

modular control system architecture to 
enable flexible CHP systems with 
advanced grid support functionality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objectives: Enable a TRL 5 demonstration of the 1MW, 500Hz, 1500RPM high frequency CHP generator and electric machine system, utilizing advanced grid support functions required by IEEE Std. 1547-2018 and UL 1741SA. Designed to integrate with gas turbine generation systems ranging from 1 to 20 MW. Demonstrate island mode transition and resynchronization for reconnection with the power grid.Innovation: SiC-based. Scalable architecture. IEC 61850 GOOSE messaging for real-time communication in the plant. Control function enabled through high frequency variable speed drive; high effective switching frequencies enables bandwidth to respond to fast dynamic events on the grid and generator.
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Project Overview: University of Tennessee, Knoxville

SiC-Based Modular Transformer-less MW-Scale Power Conditioning 
System and Control for Flexible CHP System

Project Team
 University of Tennessee, Knoxville
 Chattanooga Electric Power Board
 North Carolina State University
 General Electric
 Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Timeline
 Project start: October 2018
 Project end: December 2021

Objective
 Develop a silicon carbide based, modular, 

transformer-less, MW-scale, four-wire DC/AC 
power conditioning system converter and a 
corresponding control system for flexible CHP 
systemsImage credit University of Tennessee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Target: Compliance with related grid standards (i.e. IEEE 1547 and IEEE 2030.7), <$1,800/kWe cost.Innovations and approach: Silicon carbide based PCS and general‐purpose controller. Silicon carbide PCS, with a higher control bandwidth, enables more grid functions and meets all grid requirements; general‐purpose controller can comprehensively consider�different CHP sources, local load, grid interactions, and other possible sources on site; cost‐effective, because silicon carbide based PCS can save bulky transformer and passives compared to silicon and general‐purpose controller is also cheaper than previous dedicated controller.
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Project Overview: Virginia Tech

High-Efficiency Modular SiC-Based Power Converter for Flexible 
CHP Systems with Stability-Enhanced Grid Support Functions

Image credit Virginia Tech

Project Team
 Virginia Tech
 Siemens Corporate Technology

Timeline
 Project start: January 2019
 Project end: December 2021

Objective
 Develop a modular, scalable power 

converter with stability‐enhanced grid 
support functions that avoids the onset of 
dynamic interactions with the grid and 
other system components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objectives: Develop flexible‐CHP power converter with stability‐enhanced grid‐support functions avoiding the onset of dynamic interactions with grid and other system components. For both microgrid and standalone applications. A modular, scalable power converter. Utilizes SiC technology.Challenges: Complex control system required for grid support functions. Advanced algorithm to enable system stability monitoring. High power conversion efficiency needed.Innovation: Power converter that is grid-forming, i.e., it participates in grid voltage and frequency regulation. Grid support functions include: reactive power generation, voltage regulation, frequency regulation, respond to abnormal conditions, standalone operation, monitors grid stability, grid inertia emulation, phasor measurement unit.
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Project Overview: GE Research

Converter-Interfaced CHP Plant for Improved Grid Integration, 
Flexibility and Resiliency

Project Team
 GE Research
 GE Renewable
 National Grid

Timeline
 Project start: October 2018
 Project end: December 2020

Objective
 Develop a full-size grid interface 

converter and control solution to 
seamlessly interconnect small and mid-
size CHP engines to the distribution grid

Image credit GE Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General approach: Confirm both the technical and economic benefits. Integrate controls of the engine, the converter to the plant controller. Validate compliance with distribution grid standards.Target: 15% ROI, meet IEEE 1547 requirements, islanding mode operation.Technical approach: Interconnect CHP systems using a grid‐ready inverter which already incorporates the key grid functions. Plant controller for energy management.Innovations: Significantly reduce oversizing of the generator. Significantly limit the short‐circuit fault contribution of CHP eliminating a key barrier to higher penetration. Decouples the engine from the grid, enabling the size of the engine and its power output to be optimized. Streamline the interconnection process of CHP in the distribution grid.
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Project Overview: Southwest Research Institute

Modifications to Solar Titan 130 Combustion System for Efficient, 
High Turndown Operation

Photo credit Solar Turbines Inc.

Project Team
 Southwest Research Institute

 Solar Turbines Incorporated

 Electric Power Research Institute

 Georgia Institute of Technology

 University of California, Irvine

Timeline
 Project start: October 2018

 Project end: April 2021

Objective
 Develop new combustion system technologies to 

enable a gas turbine to maintain high efficiency and 
low emissions during high turndown operation, 
enhancing the ability of a CHP system to provide 
advanced grid services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation: Develop a combustion system capable of allowing high gas turbine efficiency over a wide range of loads while maintaining emissions compliance. Two lines of inquiry: 1) What can be done to improve part load performance of the current system? 2) What level of performance can be achieved with a new combustion system? Problem with current technology: During high turn down operation (greater than 50%) the combustion becomes too lean and unstable. To combat this, air flow through the combustor is reduced by using inlet guide vanes or compressor bleed. Both of these solutions cause significant efficiency penalties.
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Project Overview: ElectraTherm

Organic Rankine Cycle Integration and Optimization for High 
Efficiency CHP Genset Systems

Image credit ElectraTherm

Project Team
 ElectraTherm
 Innio (Jenbacher Engines)
 Susteon Inc. 

Timeline
 Project start: October 2018
 Project end: December 2021

Objective
 Enable a novel flexible CHP system concept by 

developing an Organic Rankine Cycle system that 
can be integrated with a reciprocating engine to 
achieve total CHP system efficiencies of 85% or 
more at both its rated electrical capacity and at 
50% capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation: Raise input and exit temps of ORC so beneficial use of thermal energy after power production is possible. Target condensing side heat at 180F‐190F range matching existing building hydronic infrastructure (today’s limit ~ 120F). This will require new higher pressure expanders with new bearing schemes and lubrication methodology, new controls, new pressure ratings, certifications and potentially new working fluids. Focus on market acceptance and cost per kW (largest barrier). System provides added power in “prime mover mode” and beneficial thermal energy in “CHP thermal mode.” Technology enables high CHP system efficiency at part load conditions ORC creates 24/7 thermal demand (solution to “what do with all that heat?”).
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Project Overview: Siemens Corporation

Development of Improved CHP Systems Utilizing Improved Gas 
Turbine and sCO2 Cycles Using Additive Manufacturing

Image credit Siemens Corporation

Project Team
 Siemens Corporation
 Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Timeline
 Project start: October 2018
 Project end: September 2021

Objective
 Integrating a supercritical CO2 bottoming cycle with 

a 5.3 MW gas turbine to develop a CHP system that 
can transition rapidly between 50% and 100% load 
by engaging or bypassing the bottoming cycle while 
maintaining electrical system efficiency above 30% 
at all times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation: Turbine currently has an electrical efficiency of 32% at rated�power, but with additional steam injection this efficiency can be increased to approximately 37%. Incorporating a sCO2 bottoming cycle will increase total electrical efficiency to around 50%. A new fuel nozzle�variant will be designed, built, and tested utilizing AM. A major focus of the project will be the development of novel heat exchangers. A new heat exchanger design is needed for the primary cycle between the gas turbine and the sCO2 system as well as the secondary cycle between the sCO2 and process steam systems; heat exchanger designs need to be optimized for low pressure drops, have the ability to withstand multiple cycles at high temperature and pressure, include integrated control systems, and be cost effective. ����
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Project Overview: Colorado State University

Turbocompression Cooling System for Ultra Low Temperature 
Waste Heat recovery

Project Team
 Colorado State University
 Barber-Nichols, Inc.
 Modine Manufacturing Company

Timeline
 Project start: June 2018
 Project end: June 2021

Objective
 Develop a novel, low-cost turbo-compression 

cooling (TCC) system that utilizes low 
temperature waste heat available in industrial 
processes. The TCC system absorbs heat from 
the engine coolant of a diesel generator and 
consists of two different cycles that are coupled 
by a high efficiency turbo-compressor. The 
project goal is to achieve a competitive COP and 
cost while maintaining operation at a 10:1 
turndown ratio.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation: Develop a combustion system capable of allowing high gas turbine efficiency over a wide range of loads while maintaining emissions compliance. Two lines of inquiry: 1) What can be done to improve part load performance of the current system? 2) What level of performance can be achieved with a new combustion system? Problem with current technology: During high turn down operation (greater than 50%) the combustion becomes too lean and unstable. To combat this, air flow through the combustor is reduced by using inlet guide vanes or compressor bleed. Both of these solutions cause significant efficiency penalties.
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Current Connected, Flexible and Efficient Manufacturing Facilities and 
Energy Systems RD&D (FY2019 FOA)

Funding Opportunity Announcement Area of interest 3 Objective: A modernized 
electric power system will need to dynamically optimize distributed resources, 
rapidly detect and mitigate disturbances, and engage millions (if not billions) of 
intelligent devices. It must integrate diverse generation sources, demand response, 
and energy-efficiency resources, and enable consumers to manage their electricity 
use and participate in markets. Finally, it must provide strong protection against 
physical and cyber risks. 

Area of Interest 3.1: Medium-Voltage Power Conditioning Systems to Enable Grid-
Dispatchable and Resilient Manufacturing Facilities

• 3 ongoing projects

Area of interest 3.2: High Power to Heat Ratio, High Efficiency Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP)

• 3 ongoing projects

Area of interest 3.3: Verification and Validation of CHP and District Energy

• 5 ongoing projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topic 3.1Virginia Tech: High-Manufacturability 13.8 kV Grid-Interface Power Conditioning Converter with MVAC and MVDC Ports for Flexible Manufacturing PlantsUniversity of TN Knoxville: SiC Based Modular Transformer-less MW-Scale Power Conditioning System and Control for Flexible Manufacturing PlantsEaton: Megawatt Class, High-Voltage SiC Power Electronics Converters for Advanced Manufacturing with Grid Support ServicesTopic 3.2 Georgia Tech:  Robust Combined Heat and Hybrid Power (CHHP) for High Electrical Efficiency CogenerationUniversity of Wisconsin-Madison: Additive Manufactured Supercritical CO2Heat to Power SolutionNobel Thermodynamic Systems, Inc: Ultra-Efficient CHP with High Power/Heat Ratio using a Novel Argon Power CycleTopic 3.3Houston Advanced Research Center (HARC):  Advances on CHP District Energy and Microgrids Deployment:  Simplified Tool for Rapidly Deploying Feasibility Analytics for the Non-Technical UserParagon Robotics LLC:  Advanced District Energy Controls for Improved Efficiency and ResilienceInternational District Energy Association (IDEA);  Verification and Validation of Performance with Dissemination of Best Practices in District Energy and CHP for Enhanced Resiliency, Energy Efficiency and CybersecurityThe George Washington University:  Urban Combined Heat and Power with Integrated Renewables and Energy StorageUniversity of Colorado Boulder:  Optimal Co-Design of Integrated Thermal-Electrical Networks and Control Systems for Grid-Interactive Efficient District (GED) Energy Systems
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Project Overview: NETL/ORNL

Advanced Turbine Airfoils for Efficient CHP Systems

Project Team
 National Energy Technology 

Laboratory
 Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Timeline
 Project start: 2019
 Project end: 2022

Objective
 Evaluate how a combination of new materials, 

additive manufacturing technologies, and 
airfoil cooling design can raise the efficiency 
of turbines used in CHP systems by 
demonstrating how to increase the turbine 
firing temperature by 100°C compared to a 
2015 baseline; economic benefits from these 
efficiency gains in CHP systems that use 
turbines smaller than 20 MW will also be 
estimated.
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Project Overview: ORNL/ANL

High Performance, High Temperature Materials to Enable High 
Efficiency Power Generation
Project Team
 Oak Ridge National Laboratory
 Argonne National Laboratory
 Capstone Turbine Corporation
 Siemens Corporation
 Solar Turbines
 Tennessee Technological University

Timeline
 Project start: 2019

 Project end: 2022

Objective
 Evaluate advanced materials and develop 

lifetime modeling tools to enable a greater 
than 100°C increase in gas turbine inlet 
temperature compared to a 2015 baseline 
and improve the durability and reduce 
maintenance costs of high temperature 
components in current CHP systems. The 
targeted components include heat 
exchangers, combustion liners, and hot 
corrosion-resistant coatings for disk 
applications.
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